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Introduction by Pete Seeger

If you like to sing with friends, this is the book you've always wanted. Most people know the tunes to hundreds of songs, but know the words to only a few.

At camp or school, church or union hall, by campfire or in your own living room, you will never run out of songs to sing with this book. Songs are quick and easy to locate: they appear in alphabetical order within chapter groupings like lullabies, love songs, sea songs and spirituals.

From ballads to Beatles, Bob Dylan to Broadway, here are the words, all in one place, to the songs you've loved in the past— with many more to learn from friends in the future.

Worth devouring by all those who love to sing. A true treasure!
— Joan Baez

This is the best, most exhilarating and glorious history of the United States: a singing history. It's more than a lovely songbook—it's a playwork-fight-freedom hymnal.
— Studs Terkel, author of Working

Singing improves the quality of life, making us feel better, stronger, wiser. Here are several hundred songs to get started on!
— Holly Near

One of the most useful music books in your house. It's the ultimate sing-a-long guide: accessible and fascinating, with new songs to learn on every page.
— Phil Hood, review in Frets
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